October 3, 2018

PI WEEK STUDENT GROUP EVENT:
But How Could this Happen?
Unpacking the Legal Framework that Enables Family Separation

Time: 12:00pm - 1:15pm
Location: Gittis 1, Berylison Family Classroom

The injustice of Trump administration’s “Family Separation” policy did not arise overnight. The policy is in many ways an outgrowth of longstanding inequities in the immigration, child welfare, family and criminal justice systems. Expert speakers in these fields will explain how these and other elements of our justice system have separated families unnecessarily for decades and continue to do so today.

Panelists:
- **Liz Yaeger**, Supervising Attorney, HIAS
- **Jaclyn Dean**, Public Policy Associate, NAPWF
- **Professor Kara Finck**, Penn Law Interdisciplinary Child Advocacy Clinic, former Bronx Defenders Family Defense Practice Managing Director
- **Abel Rodriguez**, Director, Center on Immigration | Assistant Professor of Religion, Law, and Social Justice, Cabrini University

Lunch will be available to those who RSVP’d before September 28, 2018.

RSVPs for this event are now closed. However, the event is still open for you to attend.

**PLEASE NOTE: DUE TO THE OVERWHELMING INTEREST IN THIS EVENT THE LOCATION HAS CHANGED**

This program has been approved for 1.0 ethics CLE credit for Pennsylvania lawyers. CLE credit may be available in other jurisdictions as well. Attendees seeking CLE credit should bring separate payment in the amount of $40.00 ($10.00 public interest/non-profit attorneys) cash or check made payable to The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania.